Arterial waveform morphomics during hemorrhagic shock.
The arterial pressure waveform is a composite of multiple interactions, and there may be more sensitive and specific features associated with hemorrhagic shock and intravascular volume depletion than systolic and/or diastolic blood pressure (BP) alone. The aim of this study was to characterize the arterial pressure waveform in differing grades of hemorrhage. Ten anesthetized swine (70-90 kg) underwent a 40% controlled exponential hemorrhage. High-fidelity arterial waveform data were collected (500 Hz) and signal-processing techniques were used to extract key features. Regression modeling was used to assess the trend over time. Short-time Fourier transform (STFT) was utilized to assess waveform frequency and power spectrum density variance. All animals tolerated instrumentation and hemorrhage. The primary antegrade wave (P1) was relatively preserved while the renal (P2) and iliac (P3) reflection waves became noticeably attenuated during progressive hemorrhage. Several features mirrored changes in systolic and diastolic BP and plateaued at approximately 20% hemorrhage, and were best fit with non-linear sigmoidal regression modeling. The P1:P3 ratio continued to change during progressive hemorrhage (R2 = 0.51). Analysis of the first three harmonics during progressive hemorrhage via STFT demonstrated increasing variance with high coefficients of determination using linear regression in frequency (R2 = 0.70, 0.93, and 0.76, respectively) and power spectrum density (R2 = 0.90, 0.90, and 0.59, respectively). In this swine model of volume-controlled hemorrhage, hypotension was a predominating early feature. While most waveform features mirrored those of BP, specific features such as the variance may be able to distinguish differing magnitudes of hemorrhage despite little change in conventional measures.